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PUBLIC HEARING ON THE WATER USER RESOLUTION, ORDINANCE AND USER AGREEMENT

THE REGULAR TOWN
)WN COUNCIL MEETING WEDNESDAY, January 18th, 2017
2( AT 6:30 P.M.
CASTLE VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER - 2 CASTLE VALLEY DRIVE

Council Present: Chair: Council Member Hill, Council Members: Duncan, O'Brien and Drogin.
Electronic Participation: Mayor Erley by phone.
Absent: None.

Others Present: John Groo, Bill Rau , Pam Hackley, Bob Lippman , Laura Cameron, Michael Peck , Ron Menge!,
Jennifer Mengel, Randy Ward, Greg Child, Ron Drake , Paul Lessig , Linda Lessig and Mingo Gritts.
Clerk/Recorder: Jocelyn Buck
PUBLIC HEARING

1. Chair Council Member Hill called the Public Hearing on the Water User Resolution, Ordinance and User Agreement
and Permit to Order at 6:34 PM

Michael Peck asked why the Town did not follow the Town procedure of having the Planning and Land Use
Committee involved with this Ordinance and Water Agreement. And that it seems like some of the Planning Commission
have not read or participated in this process? And why doesn't compliance with a previous property owner's original
water agreement designate a grandfathering in of that property owner's water agreement? Numerous ordinances have
been changed but those grandfathered remain. This ordinance says it supersedes all past water agreements and if
passed their will be no exceptions. This seems to state grandfathering in will not exist but it exists on other town
ordinances. Peck gave an example of grandfathering in a building ordinance.
John Groo stated that water use is not a Planning and Land use issue and this was verified by the Town attorney and
that this Water Use information has been discussed and available on our website for six week for everyone to look at.
The point of this new template is to update Castle Valley's water administration for realities that have shifted
dramatically since 1990, much like a change of service with a utility company.
Peck commented that this ordinance is fairly didactic and not as user friendly as the old ordinance or the State
ordinance on wells, it seems to put it bluntly a property rights power grab .What is your property worth without water?
You can take our water away and the ordinance does not say how or why. The town is an administrator not a provider of
water rights.
Groo clarified the new ordinance does state reasons for termination and revocation and that the Town is the provider
of water rights.
Bob Lippman as a former Castle Valley Councilman and Water Committee Member I commend the Town Council in
efforts to vigorously address the town's # 1 priority, being protection of water rights on behalf of the public, however
critical questions and red flags are raised by the proposed ordinance in its present form.
I first question what the compelling need is to overhaul the established Water Agreement system and what specific
factors have prompted the revision?
-Last round of Water Rights Agreements in 2009 was legally and substantively deemed complete and binding, with
recorded contracts, potentially in perpetuity;

-No provision in the present Water Agreement allowing blanket revocation except in individual; cases of noncompliance.
-Approved Water Rights accompanied by letter from the Town referring to citizen's " water rights" and the town's role
to protect those rights, consistent with Utah statue 73-1-1, declaring that all water in State are property of the public.
Also note that apparently no affirmation statements have been sent out by the Town since 2012.

-Proposed Ordinance and Water Agreement now changes the entire premise and tone of Water Agreement from "right"
and expectation to be protected by the Town , as a service to public, to a "permissive use" subject to some heavy
handed and draconian terms, and the overboard discretion of Town.

In addition to being substantively confrontational, proposed Ordinance is also in part legally deficient, vague, overbroad
and inconsistent with State law.

1. Contrary to assertion in 5A, UCA 10-77-3 does not confer absolute right of entry to lots by Town; the section only
applies to Town's providing physical water. Ordinance gives no standard or provision for reasonable notice, due process
of law and setting forth grounds in the record, nor does it protect Constitutional rights to privacy.
2. Contrary to Section 4, UCA 10-7-12 does not confer unlimited authority to revoke Water Rights, but only power to
limit use in scarcity, for any purpose other than domestic use.
3. Contrary to Ordinance Preamble, Town is not on its face a "public water supplier" pursuant to UCA 73-1-4, since it
does not supply physical water; it only manages the collective water right. Citizens must supply their own water at their
cost. Ifthe State Engineer recognizes the Town as a "public water supplier" for certain purposes, this would not change
the wording of the statute.

4. Also contrary to the Ordinance Preamble, UCA 10-7-14 only allows for the enactment of municipal rules and
regulations over a "waterworks system" owned or controlled by the Town, this is technically the case in Castle Valley, as
individual lot owners own and control all waterworks.

5. Additionally, the Ordinance makes note of long range water planning, but the public has not been advised of such a
process.

6. Note that lot owners who elected State water permits over a Town Water Agreement are under no such obligations,
both reasonable and draconian as set out in this Ordinance and Water Agreements.
-Also most troubling is Section lH(iii) which asserts the Town's power to seek reimbursement from permitted lot
owners, for "their proportional share of expenses to maintain Town water rights including but not limited to engineering
costs, professional services , legal fees, administrative time or other expenses". Is the Town attempting to open a
doorway here to unlawful, carte blanche, unquantified tax without standards or due process of law? As written this is an
outrageous, arbitrary and capricious overreach of power and violation of basic contract law, creating chilling effect
implicating huge consequences for lot owners who are in full compliance with the Water Agreement. It's also
discriminatory, as water users of the same aquifer, who elected State water permits over a Town Water right, are under
no such threat. Is Town contemplating constructing it's waterworks to be funded by a targeted sector of the public while
benefiting others?
- If the Town is seeking funding for its administration of water rights, I suggest the.following source and action: Castle
Valley lots owners have been paying taxes into one of Grand County water Districts for decades, yet receives zero
benefits. Doing the math simply based on my tax, I estimate this account to contain over $200,000. plus interest .1
suggest the Town take some responsibility here and try to assert its right to these funds
- Ordinance Section lF(iii) also seems to create a questionable power for the Town, wherein the Town asserts a right
to reallocate use of Town water to accommodate town needs as the Town deems necessary. The language here lacks
sufficient detail and could thus be construed as permitting the Town to allocate, lease or sell water to entities outside of
the Town, these needs to be clarified and reworded to prevent such an open ended interpretation.
- Regarding enforcement provisions, I will simply note that Constitutional due process of law is totally lacking, as the
Town gives its self-full discretion and allows for no public right to an independent board or judicial determination prior
to sanctions or revocations of the Water Agreement. Nor is there any provision for appeals.
In conclusion, the Town needs to publicly document its case (needs and legal grounds) to revoke and replace Town
Water Agreement Town should also publicly disclose sources and any legal opinions used to provide authority and
legitimacy to proposed changes. A the Town would do well to reorient the tone of its mission and obligations to
emphasize and protect citizen's rights to water and the benefits conferred by the State law rather than present
emphasis on command and control, and the de-emphasis Town obligations and overbroad disclaimers of liabilities .
The Town must recognize grand-fathered rights and expectations under the old water agreement already in force. New
Regulations and Water Agreements must provide due process of law and be protective of complaint lots owners' rights

and must not seek to arbitrarily and unlawfully impose hidden costs and liabilities to lot owner. The Proposed ordinance
and Water Agreement easily invite class action litigation, which serve no long term interests of either the Town or
citizens

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of these comments and your diligence in maintaining our precious
collective water rights.

Laura Cameron wanted to thank the Town for the work they have done on this very important issue. She asked for
examples of situations that would apply to in the Ordinance Preamble: Whereas as an owner of water rights, Utah Code
Ann. 73-2-25 authorizes the Town to submit an Enforcement Referral Action to the Utah State Engineer if a lot owner
interferes with Town water rights. And also in Section 1 F (iii) The Town may reallocate use of Town water to
accommodate Town needs as the Town deems necessary and to do so may amend, condition or revoke an approved

Water Use Permit, subject to this ordinance. And then in H (ii) The Town without passage of a resolution, adjust fees and
costs reasonably necessary to administer Water Use Permit, protect town water rights, or make clerical or non
substantive changes to the Water Use permit form. Cameron asked if all lot owners will be subject to the new ordinance,
she added that when they came to Castle Valley they had a choice to get their water rights from the State or the Town.
They thought they were being part of the community going with Town rights but now they are wondering if they did the
right thing.

Ron Mengel stated I have long believed the Town and its representatives are committed to serving the best interests of
its citizens. Ordinance 2016-x and the new related Water use Agreement indicates the Town has moved to favor its own
bureaucratic interests at the expense of Town citizens. Ordinance 2016-x as written by the Town Council seems to be
clear government overreach, written by a lawyer, instructed to protect the bureaucracy rather than the citizens the
Town represents. A few examples:
-Section IF the document refers to a long range plan and management. Where is the long range plan? I find no long
range plan other than the document created by the Town to meet the State's requirement to be named a public water
supplier.

-Where is the plan that identifies what the Town will do to protect the rights of the Town citizens with State water
rights?

-Where is the plan which identifies how the Town will manage the rights of citizens with Town rights for which the
citizen has done the needed proof to validate the use of Town water? How will Town rights granted to a resident and
proven by the resident be managed? This document says these rights can be "conditioned or revoked". If so, is the Town
responsible for the reimbursement of the cost of proving the right when the right is altered by the Town and new proof
must be made? Is it the intent of the Town to transfer proven Town rights to the State of Utah to reduce the Town's
expense and management costs? Will the Town honor a request by a Town citizen to move rights to the State?
-Where is the plan for the citizen who has Town rights that have not been proven? Who will pay the cost of the proof? When will the Town begin these proofs? Will the Town ask those that have already paid to prove their water to now pay
again to prove water rights of others?
-Where is the plan that explains to new water users that proof will be needed at a future date for all Town water
allocated to citizens?

Years ago a proposal was made to place a Town well for the benefit of those not able to drill in the valley and to
show beneficial use of water which was excess to Town needs. All in an effort to preserve as much water for use as

possible, this well was to be located in a location that met the requirements of the State for public water. The 2016
Water Study Part Two seems to indicate the Town is pursuing this project. Does the Town include in its long range plan
the use of such a well and does the plan indicate how it will be paid for and managed? Does the language in this
Ordinance permit the Town to bill the users of the Town water for the expense of this project? It would seem to
unilaterally require the Town water users to pay for such a project.
In fairness, I think the Town has sought to protect the aquifer and create management which is more professional and
credible than in the past. The Town should be commended for this work but be encouraged to answer these most basic
questions of long term planning.
More examples of issues I find in Ordinance 2016-X
-Section 1G has so many disclaimers on what the water permit does not do; I wonder why a water permit have at all has.
-Section H essentially establishes a unilateral tax or fee system which has no recourse or appeals process by citizens. This
position is made even more egregious when coupled with Section 5(Enforcement and Fines) which I paragraph F states
the Town enforcement of water use permits, etc. is exempt from Town Ordinance 2008-2 which provides for a
complaint and resolution process.

The Town's new water agreement adds to new restrictions for valley residents per Section IB. It is no longer legal to
help your neighbors by allowing them to fill a portable cistern for use on lots without water. Furthermore it seems the
Town is now going to stop the act of neighbors sharing a well located on one lot but utilized on a second lot.
Also in this document Section 6C begs the definition of "interference with Town water "as it will be a violation enforced
by the Sheriff, the Town should define what interference with Town water means.

In closing, I ask how can the Town Council, which is elected and in place to protect the citizens of the Town, create an
ordinance which removes all protections and instead allows unilateral bureaucratic actions without recourse.

The Town Council is responsible for the writing of this proposed ordinance and water agreement but I feel you should
reconsider and vote against this misguided effort. Instead return to the role of creating plans and ordinances which
actually benefit the citizens of Castle Valley. Thank you for your time.

Bill Rau questions the administrative fee of $95.00, by my paying that $95 and signing the agreement what
responsibilities does the Town assume towards accessing the fee and getting our signatures. I am giving up my rights
and paying $95 to do that. How would that $95 administration fee be used is it going to someone's salary, what else?
And enforcement is always an issue in Castle Valley who would that fee be enforced.
Next, Jennifer Mengel read an email from Shawn Ingler owner of Lot # 110 which states he has read the info, on the
website and that the legal mumbo jumbo is rough on me. Plus I am a little fuzzy on the whole water rights rules to be
honest. Does this new ordinance affect us that have our own well and are not tapping into surface water for irrigation? I
am strongly against to State and government overreach that is why I moved to one the most conservative States. If
there is something I can do help protect the rights of citizens please pass it on to me. Being a non-resident I don't know
if I have any say in any matter. Shawn Ingler

Jennifer Mengel stated that many have spoken to the problem the document's tone of the document, it is written by a
lawyer with a hammer over our heads. Nowhere does it state the Town's responsibility and what it will do to protect us

it only informs us of its authority. Appears the purpose of the documents is to one make us ail understand that we are
using town water as a permission, not a right. A right is not a right but a permission. She found reference to that word
"permission" in State legislative documents, it comes from the lawyers not the Council. With permission comes, a heavy
handedness of the assertion of the Town's authority. Government overreach is a problem for the United States of
America. This document is full of authority of what will be done if we fail to comply without spelling out what actually
our compliance is or isn't and without holding any of its own requirements up to the light, such as the long range plan. I
could not find any long range plan. It states the Town will continue to uphold 2009-4 but the public does not get sent the
Amendment 1 or 6. She asks that the Council to review this document and look at what the document needs to do from

a Castle Valley point of view not a lawyer in Salt Lake City's point of view. And then from there cross out what the lawyer
has given you that do not apply to Castle Valley. What do you need to accomplish to manage Town water rights? I don't
think anyone will refused to sign a new water agreement as a contract, some of the new Agreement's language is
updated and more accurate it is the threats that are contained in it that are truly a problem for me. This document goes
way beyond what is necessary to manage the Town water rights as it stands now.

Pam Hackley stated this document is not quite the right form for what we need, it is operating in the black box of what
we need and I encourage the Town not to pass this Ordinance.
Council Member Hill closed the Public Hearing at 7:14PM
REGULAR TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
CALL TO ORDER

Council Member Hill called the Regular Town Council Meeting to order at 7:14 PM

2. Open Public Comment: None
3. Approval of Minutes

* Regular Town Council Meeting for December 14th, 2016.

CM Duncan motioned to approve minutes, seconded by O'Brien, motion passed with minor change to punctuation. CM
Drogin abstained as she did not attend that meeting.
4. Executive Reports
*Roads Committee - Mingo Gritts

Gritts gave an overview of what projects the Road's Department was currently working on. See his attached written
report.

*Planning & Land Use Commission- January PLUC Meeting cancelled-MaryBeth Fitzburgh
*Water Agent Report - John Groo- covered in Item 7-8-9.
* Fiber Optics Research Committee

CM Drogin reported there was no new news and the Committee is currently working on a recommendation for the
Town Council that will hopefully be ready in February.
*Update on Housing Task Force
CM Duncan had no further updated information.
* Fire District

CM Duncan reported the District meeting was cancelled this month.
5. Correspondence-None

6. Administrative Matters & Procedures

Clerk will be attending Training in Salt Lake March 20-24, 2017. The Town Office will be closed that week.
NEW BUSINESS

7. Discussion and Possible Action re: Approval of Resolution 2017-1: Updating Management of Town Water Rights
8. Discussion and Possible Action re: Approval of Ordinance 2017-1: Establishing Procedures for Governing, Amending,
Conditioning, Revoking and Enforcing Town Water Use Agreement and Permits.
9. Discussion and Possible Action re: Approval of Water Agreement and Permit.
Discussion was combined for Items 7-8-9. Discussion included John Groo's clarifications of some public comments,

further questioning from the public and some input from the Council. This segment of the meeting is available on the
audio recording of these meeting minutes- Minutes 45:00 through 1:43.

Groo explained the $95 fee will not be charged again, this fee is one-time fee for every new well and is transferable to
future lot owners.

CM Hill added the fee is used by the Town for administration cost.
Groo continued this process is driven by the State requirement and setting up a better accounting system .The Town is a
designated Utah Public Water Supplier this requires the Town to report water use annually to the State on an
accounting form.

We do not have a water plan this is an ongoing HSA Water Study. The forty year long range plan referred to in
Resolution 2009-4 was mandated by the State. Public concern was raised that the new ordinance states it is
based on a water plan that the Town residents don't know about and isn't finished. Groo added that so far there
have been many Town Council meeting discussions and a Water Study presentation. The new Ordinance and the
use of the Water Use accounting form will make it so individual lot owner will not need to "prove up" their
water use to the State. The new Accounting form will allow more flexibility for individual lot owner's water use
and while providing accountability to the State. The public requested a better understanding of the new
accounting form. Groo answered the question asked about an example of what would cause the Town to revoke
a lot owner's water agreement with an act of noncompliance such as not submitting the affirmation form.
CM O' Brien stated the tone of the documents could be improved, he continued that he had compared 2009-4 to the
new document and some of the wording is the same. He also gave examples of some of the vague wording in
2009-4 that did need improving and updating.
Groo continued stating that we need a new water agreement and it should not wait until the Water Study and a new
long term water plan is completed.
CM O'Brien added that some changes in the tone of the document and clarifications in the preamble should serve the
Ordinance without having to wait for the Water Use plan to be completed.
CM O'Brien motioned to table Items 7-8-9 for further discussion, seconded by CM Duncan motion passed unanimously.

10. Discussion and Possible Action re: Purchasing a snowplow for the dump truck.
Gritts explained the need for a snow plow to quickly get plowing done. There is a possibility that we could get a surplus
snowplow from Grand County. It would be bolted on to our dump truck. It would be more efficient for us to
have one guy on the grader and the other on the plow to get done faster. He didn't have a price yet but he was
just looking for tentative approval to proceed with exploring this option.
CM Hill stated we would be interested and to let this Item drop and revisit it when Gritts had more information.

11. Discussion and Possible Action re: Obtaining crushed gravel from the Castleton gravel pit.
Gritts explained that the County will be doing a lot of roadwork this year on the Loop Road, for that their contractor will
be setting up a crusher for Castleton Gravel. County Road Supervisor Bill Jackson and the contractor wanted to
know if we would be interested in purchasing some gravel from them. This would be potentially cost effective
for the Shafer Lane project. Mingo has not got a price yet but will be working some figures and get more cost
information for the Council. He just wanted to see if the Council was interested in pursuing this opportunity.
CM Hill stated for Gritts to go ahead and get us costs information, we will let this Item drop until more information is
available.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - None

12. Payment of the bills
CM Drogin had some questions about the increase in this year's Backhoe lease.
CM Duncan moved to pay the bills, seconded by CM O'Brien, motion passed unanimously.

Close Meeting
ADJOURNMENT

CM Duncan moved to adjourn the meeting, CM O'Brien seconded, motion passed unanimously.
CM Hill closed the meeting at 8:35PM

Attested

>7-/ft-/?Dave Erley, Mayor

Date:

Date:

